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Multicloud essentials to help manage your 
enterprise network
Knowledge is power. And seeing the big picture lets you confidently make big 
decisions about your network.

With the ever-evolving cloud, multicloud, and hybrid solutions in the IT arena, your 
team will need to build their core competencies for cloud transitions.

Introduction to Cisco Multicloud (MCINT) is a free course that will give your team 
a heightened awareness of how to use Cisco tools and technologies in multicloud 
and hybrid cloud transitions. This course provides use cases to which you can 
compare your own environment as well as key considerations in multicloud 
transitions to help your team gain network agility.
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Empower Your Team with An 
Introduction to Cisco Multicloud 
(MCINT)

Benefits
• Consider the main features, 

business benefits, and cases for 
cloud adoption

• Create a competitive edge through 
understanding of current needs for 
cloud-based solutions 

• Offer your team fundamental skills 
to build their cloud competency

• Ensure your team is solid in cloud 
and hybrid basics
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The MCINT course will cover: 

• Basic characteristics of cloud computing and the underlying business case for adoption 

• Definition of cloud computing and explanation of the characteristics, evolution, and business benefits

• Key considerations for cloud adoption and ways to differentiate common services and delivery models

• Use cases with examples of cloud adoption and implementation that leverage leading practices

• Core security elements of cloud environments

• Emerging trends and practices in the cloud computing marketplace

With MCINT, you can ensure your team is solid in cloud and hybrid fundamentals, empowering them to 
use their newfound knowledge as they build your multicloud network.

Call to action
Learn more about how you can empower 
your team with the Cisco MCINT free 
introductory course.
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